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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

 ▪ Food security improves in parts of north-east Nigeria thanks to relief assistance

 ▪ Forty per cent of children under five in Cameroon’s Far North region are struck 
by chronic malnutrition

 ▪ Malnutrition worsens in Chad. Twelve regions declared to be in nutritional crisis

 ▪ Attacks displace 1,700 in Cameroon’s Far North region

 ▪ Concern over civilian protection after withdrawal of Chadian troops from Niger

 ▪ Fodder deficit in parts of Diffa could drop below last year’s 2-million-ton 
shortfall

 ▪ Hepatitis E outbreak in Diffa yet to be brought under control

 ▪ U$545 million needed for humanitarian response until the end of the year.

 ▪ Humanitarian needs to remain high in 2018 and beyond
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SITUATION UPDATE

POPULATION MOVEMENT

Insecurity and fears of attacks have uprooted thousands of 
people in recent months in the conflict-struck Lake Chad Basin. 
Cross-border raids by suspected Boko Haram assailants and 
suicide bombings targeting displacement sites in north-eastern 
Nigeria persist. Relief assistance is impossible in certain border 
localities due to insecurity. 

An attack in mid-September forced some 1,700 people 
to flee their villages in Mayo Tsanaga department in 
Cameroon’s Far North region. The assailants destroyed 
houses and other property, plunging the victims further into 
deprivation. UN aid agencies have mobilised to support 
Government relief efforts. However, insecurity has held back 
further needs assessments. Torrential rains and flooding have 
caused displacement. In September, around 900 people in 
Logone and Chari department were forced to seek safety 
elsewhere after flood destruction.

SECURITY CONCERNS

The last wave of Chadian troops has returned from Niger. There 
are concerns that the pull-out may create a security vacuum 
and impact negatively on the situation around Lake Chad, 
with heightened protection risks and possible new population 
movements. The security situation in Chad’s Lac region remains 
volatile, notably in border areas, where civilians are often 
targeted. Since July, around 10 attacks on villages involving 
murder, kidnapping and looting of livestock and properties 
have been reported every month. Humanitarian access remains 
limited in border and island areas.

Separately, more than 5,000 people have arrived in recent 
months in Baga Sola, a locality in western Chad. They are mainly 
nomadic people whose forefathers had migrated decades 
ago. Food and nutrition – the main needs – as well as water and 
sanitation assistance is underway.

FOOD SECURITY

In parts of Nigeria’s conflict-hit north-east where aid 
organizations and the Government have been providing 
assistance, food security has improved. Harvests from 
this year’s season in many areas of the region are also 
favourable, with households reaping good cereal yields, 
according to FAO. However, livestock diseases in Adamawa and 
parts of Borno could affect productivity and push up meat and 
milk prices. The season’s output in certain localities of Niger’s 
south-eastern Diffa region is encouraging, too.

However, pasture production has been poor in eastern and 
northern Diffa, presaging shortfalls below last year’s two million 
tons. Pockets of vegetation deficit have also been observed in 
Chad’s western Lac region, an assessment by Action Contre 
la Faim found. This year’s lean season begun early, affecting 
livestock production, while insecurity and border closures have 
curtailed transhumance, which in turn heightened farmed-
harder conflicts.

In Chad’s Lac region, as in the rest of the country, 
malnutrition is on the rise. Global acute malnutrition has hit 
18.1 per cent, up from 12.2 per cent in 2016. Severe acute 
malnutrition has also risen from 2.1 per cent last year to 3.4 
per cent. Lac region is among 12 regions declared to be in 
nutritional emergency.

CIVILIAN PROTECTION

Civilians have long been tormented by the protracted violence. 
Thousands have lost their lives and many risk being kidnapped 
and suffer various forms of violence and abuse. Hundreds 
of cases of sexual violence, physical aggression and 
other violations continue to be reported. Threats to civilian 
protection are many and complex. The humanitarian community 
has already established a regional protection framework.

As part of efforts to address the threats to the rights to asylum, 
the commission implementing the tripartite agreement for the 
voluntary return of Nigerian refugees in Cameroon held its first 
meeting in August. In Cameroon, the authorities and UNHCR 
are developing a strategy to facilitate the returns. Awareness-
raising activities have already started in Minawao camp in 
Cameroon’s Far North on the security and living conditions 
in Nigeria’s north-east. Nonetheless, two incidents of forced 
returns have been reported since August. 

BREAKING RANKS WITH BOKO HARAM

More than 1,300 people have reportedly fled the ranks of 
Boko Haram since July 2016 in Chad’s Lac region and have 
been transferred to their villages of origin. The humanitarian 
community stresses the need to assist those decamping 
the armed group and urges the authorities to provide more 
information about the defections and the status of those who 
return. In Niger, the authorities in Diffa have set 31 December 
the deadline for Boko Haram members from the region to 
surrender. Currently, no legal pursuit is instituted against those 
who quit the group.
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ADVOCACY AND HUMANITARIAN FUNDING

 ▪ Humanitarian organizations in September revised their 2017 financial requirements to assist 8.2 million people in the 
conflict-affected Lake Chad Basin regions. Out of the total US$1.43 billion requirement, some $545 million remain 
to be disbursed to respond to the most urgent needs until the end of the year. Over the past year, aid agencies have 
scaled up operations to avert a looming famine, effectively reaching millions of people with life-saving aid. However, much 
of the conflict-hit areas are projected to remain in crisis and emergency phases of food insecurity in the coming months. 
Humanitarian needs will remain high into 2018 and beyond, and continued support from the international community 
behind national efforts, paired with supporting recovery and scaling up development efforts, will be essential.

 ▪ Chad launched its five-year National Development Plan at a roundtable in Paris on 7 - 9 September where donors pledged 
$20 billion: $7 billion to fund the development plan and $13 billion in private sector support. The Humanitarian Coordinator 
called for strengthened engagement of development partners in crisis-affected areas, including Lac region, where low 
development and extreme poverty are among the main drivers of the crisis.
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OPERATIONAL UPDATES BY COUNTRY 
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 ▪ Around 1,700 people have been displaced following armed attacks on 16 and 
17 September by suspected Boko Haram militants in Mayo Tsanaga department 
in Far North region. The assailants destroyed houses and other property. 
The displaced need basic household items, water, sanitation and hygiene 
services and health assistance as well as education for the children. Insecurity 
is hampering further assessment to better understand the humanitarian needs. 
On 3 October, UNHCR, WFP, UNICEF, UNFPA and WHO provided food, shelter 
and household items, WASH and medical supplies to the Government to assist 
the displaced. WFP has updated its food distribution programme to include 
newly-displaced.

 ▪ Some 900 people were displaced in September following heavy rains across 
several villages in Logone-and Chari department near the Chadian border. 
The displaced mainly need food, water, sanitation and hygiene as well as 
livelihood support after losing property, crops and livestock. Humanitarian 
actors have mobilised to support the Government’s response. However, 
assistance in health, early recovery, education and basic household items is still 
needed. 

 ▪ Forty per cent of children under five in Far North region are struck by 
chronic malnutrition, according to a survey by UNICEF and the Ministry of 
Health. Just over half of the funds needed to tackle malnutrition in the region 
have so far been provided.

 ▪ In Far North region, 310,000 people are displaced by conflict, including 
221,000 internally displaced people and 89,000 refugees. More than 70 
per cent of the displaced is unwilling to return home owing mainly to 
persistent fear, feeling of security in host localities and lack of economic 
means, according to the October Displacement Tracking Matrix. The 
Humanitarian Country Team validated a strategy on returns and will start 
working on ways ensure the returns are voluntary and sustainable.

 ▪ Following the first tripartite commission meeting in August, Cameroonian 
authorities and UNHCR are developing a plan to facilitate returns of Nigerian 
refugees in 2018 as well as a communication and sensitization strategy for 
the refugees on the implications of voluntary repatriation. Awareness-raising 
activities have already started in Minawao camp on the current security and 
living conditions in Bama, Banki Gwoza and Pulka in Nigeria. Nonetheless, 
forced returns continue: on 19 September,35 Nigerians were forced to return 
from Kolofata in Cameroon to Banki in Nigeria. On 16 October, 62 asylum 
seekers were repatriated by force from Labado area in Logone-and-Chari 
department to Gambaru displacement camp in Nigeria.

 ▪ From early August to late October, a team led by Action Contre la Faim and 
Première Urgence Internationale has been preparing to pilot a Rapid Response 
Mechanism (RRM) in Far North region. After reaching an agreement to include 
RRM in the current coordination structures, implementation should start in 
November. It will consist of monitoring activities, multisector assessments and 
provision of basic household items and water, sanitation and hygiene assistance 
whenever there is no capacity by aid agencies in Logone-and-Chari, Mayo-Sava 
and Mayo-Tsanaga departments.

Cameroon’s Far North region had long suffered Boko Haram raids before the group widened its violent incursions into 
neighbouring countries. Insecurity and attacks continue to displace thousands of people. Food insecurity and malnutrition have 
deepened. Around 1.5 million people in the Far North region are food insecure. Almost half of all children affected by acute 
malnutrition in Cameroon are in Far North. Population displacement has risen in 2017 to reach around 310,000. The region is 
currently home to around 89,000 Nigerian refugees, more than half of whom are living in Minawao camp. Precarious conditions in 
the camp, reduction of food rations and refugees being swayed to believe that conditions are back to normal in their areas of origin 
have contributed to the spontaneous return of almost 13,000 refugees between April and June 2017.
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CHAD

 ▪ More than 5,000 people have arrived over the past few months in Baga 
Sola from Niger. Around 4,600 among them are hosted in Dar-al-Kheir and 
some 600 at Dar-al-Amin: two new sites next to the Dar-Es-Salam refugee 
camp. They reportedly are descendants of nomads who left Chad for Niger 
some 30 - 40 years ago. On 12 September, a multisector assessment in Dar-el-
Kheir identified food security and nutrition as the priority needs. WFP in August 
launched food distribution. International Rescue Committee has sunk seven 
boreholes to provide potable water to 1,500 households.    

 ▪ Following an alert by the local authorities, UNHCR and Chad’s National 
Refugee Agency conducted pre-registration in Litri locality on 10 - 12 October 
and identified more than 2,200 asylum seekers of various nationalities. They 
reportedly arrived in the area between 2013 and 2014 and survive on farming 
and fishing. Only 52 households agreed to a transfer to Dar-es-Salam refugee 
camp. 

 ▪ A new drive to register displaced people in Lac region kicked off on 3 October 
to update the Displacement Tracking Matrix, which was last conducted 
in January. The fresh operation will target new and previously-existing 
displacement sites, and villages hosting the displaced.

 ▪ The number of HIV/AIDS cases at Baga Sola hospital has increased. Around 
30 per cent of admissions has tested positive since January 2017. The 
national prevalence is 1.6 per cent, and 2.1 per cent in Lac region. Increased 
population movement, lack of HIV transmission awareness and difficulty in 
accessing competent health services are some of the factors behind the high 
rates.

 ▪ With the easing of the mandatory use of armed escorts by UN agencies in the 
Lac region, most itineraries are now accessible escort-free, except for travels to 
border areas in the northern basin. The measure could facilitate humanitarian 
access for UN agencies in the region. 

 ▪ The 2017 SMART nutrition survey shows a deteriorating nutritional situation 
in Lac region, as in the rest of the country. Global acute malnutrition stands 
at 18.1 per cent, above the 15 per cent emergency threshold and above 
the 2016 rate (12.2 per cent). Severe acute malnutrition has also increased 
from 2.1 per cent in 2016 to 3.4 per cent in 2017, but remains a little below 
the national average. Lac is among 12 regions declared to be in nutritional 
emergency. 

 ▪ In September, 285 cases of gender-based violence were identified, mostly 
psychological violence (37 per cent of the total cases) and physical aggressions 
(30 per cent). Since the beginning of the year, more than 1,300 cases of 
gender-based violence have been reported. Lack of legal assistance remains 
a major gap. 

 ▪ Recent progress in coordination have seen the creation of local meetings in 
Fouli and Wayi departments to strengthen dialogue on humanitarian, security 
and protection issues between humanitarian partners and administrative and 
military authorities. The meetings will take place every monthly and chaired by 
the departmental prefect and co-chaired by two humanitarian organizations 
operating in the department. 

 ▪ Given the evolution of the situation, funding requirements were revised in 
September. Out of the unmet requirements for 2017 amounting to $81 million, 
$40 million are urgently needed to respond to the most critical needs until 
December 2017.
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Boko Haram fighters struck Chad for the first time in February 2015. Localities around the western Lac region were already hosting 
people displaced by the violence across the border in Nigeria. Now around 128,000 people are displaced in the region, struggling 
to survive under difficult conditions with little access to necessities such as potable water, health, nutrition and education. Children 
associated with the armed group, unaccompanied or separated from their families, are particularly vulnerable, as are displaced 
women and girls who account for more than 80 per cent of victims of gender-based violence reported so far in 2017. Incidents 
related to the protection of civilians, one third of which involve men in uniform, have increased worryingly since April 2017. The 
local population has come under pressure of the influx in a region already beset by poverty and underdevelopment.
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 ▪ Persistent Boko Haram attacks and rumours on possible kidnapping of foreign 
workers have considerably restricted the humanitarian actors’ movements in 
Diffa region. 

 ▪ The army has ordered to residents of Bagué Kiessa, Chassala and Bandi villages 
in Bosso department to evacuate due to impending military operations. The 
humanitarian community has little information about their whereabouts 
and needs. 

 ▪ The findings of the mid-term assessment of the 2017 - 2018 farming season 
carried out in August are encouraging, with a good crop production in 46 
per cent of villages. However, 71 villages with a population of 54,320 people 
in Bosso and Toumour communes bordering Nigeria have been unable to plant 
due to insecurity. In addition, 300 villages could face a crop deficit, bringing the 
number of people in Diffa at risk of food insecurity to 162,000.

 ▪ Pasture production in Goudoumaria, Mainé Soroa, Ngourti and Nguigmi 
areas in the eastern and northern areas of Diffa region has been poor, with 
fodder deficit likely to surpass last year’s 2-million-ton shortfall. Livestock 
herds and displaced people cannot migrate along transhumance paths to 
neighbouring Chad to find pasture due to insecurity.

 ▪ On 15 October, the Governor of Diffa announced that Boko Haram fighters 
have until 31 December to surrender. No legal action is currently being taken 
against those who break ranks with the armed group. The Government plans 
to set up a reintegration programme. Those who do not heed the deadline will 
be exempted from the programme. Since December 2016, 160 people have 
surrendered from the ranks of the armed group. 

 ▪ Of the 151 schools that were closed in 2014, 30 remain off limits due to security 
risks. In addition, recent attacks by Boko Haram from June to September in 
Nguigmi and Kablewa areas have displaced 1,994 school children to other 
locations perceived as more secure. Other challenges include fewer qualified 
teachers and the non-renewal of contracts of about 700 teachers who failed the 
State examination.

 ▪ Diffa continues to register cases of hepatitis E, mostly among displaced women 
and children above 15 years old. As of October, the regional health authorities 
reported 1,987 cases, including 38 deaths. The case fatality rate has dropped 
from 29 per cent to 1.91 per cent since April.  

The south-eastern Diffa region is witnessing an unprecedented humanitarian emergency since the first Boko Haram attacks in 
February 2015. Hundreds of thousands of people have been internally displaced or forced to seek refuge in the region from across 
the border. By September 2016, around 200 families had arrived in Diffa in search of safety from Boko Haram attacks in Nigeria and 
Chad. Diffa is home to just four per cent of Niger’s population. However, it accounts for almost 20 per cent of the 2.2 million people 
in need of protection and life-saving assistance in the country. Across the country, 1.8 million people are struggling to meet their 
most basic need for food, some 500,000 more than at the beginning of the year. Around 400,000 children under five are at risk of 
dying from severe acute malnutrition.
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 ▪ Food security is improving in parts of the conflict-hit north-eastern region 
thanks to relief assistance by aid organizations and the Government. In 
September, WFP assisted around 2 million people in Adamawa, Borno and 
Yobe states. A new food security and nutrition analysis is underway to provide 
an understanding of the situation and projections for the coming months.  

 ▪ A cholera outbreak that erupted in Borno state in August has claimed 61 
lives and infected more than 5,000 people. The authorities and humanitarian 
organizations are undertaking measures to bring the outbreak under control. 
Some 850 people have been vaccinated. In September, a first-ever oral cholera 
vaccination campaign was launched targeting close to 850,000 people. By the 
end of September, the outbreak appeared to be under control, but the risk 
of the disease spreading further remains high.    

 ▪ The Humanitarian Country Team is developing a strategy to address civilian 
protection risks and needs in the north-east region. Meanwhile, UNFPA and 
the Ministry of Women Affairs and Social Development organized a workshop 
to establish common measures among aid groups to address gender-based 
violence and assist survivors.

 ▪ Three assailants strapped with explosive devices on 22 October killed 16 
people in the densely populated Muna Garage and Muna Dalti areas in the 
outskirts of Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state. The neighbourhoods host 
thousands of displaced people living in makeshift camps after fleeing attacks 
and insecurity in other localities in the region. Sites hosting the displaced in 
the country’s north-east have become frequent targets of armed attackers. 

 ▪ Following the Emergency Relief Coordinator’s visit in September, NRC’s 
and IRC’s leadership visited Maiduguri in October to continue raising the 
international profile and attention to the humanitarian crisis and challenges in 
the north-east. During his mission, NRC’s Secretary-General highlighted that 
most IDPs in Borno State were not ready to return home in the immediate future 
due to the prevailing insecurity.

Nigeria’s north-eastern region has been ravaged by Boko Haram violence for nearly a decade. What started as a protection crisis 
has also become a major food and nutrition crisis, and one of the largest humanitarian emergencies in the world. Agricultural 
production has nearly stalled owing to Boko Haram attacks and widespread. Protracted displacement has further devastated 
livelihoods already upended by violence. Humanitarian response has been escalated over the past year. Food assistance is 
now reaching around 2 million people. Aid agencies have significantly increased personnel and resources to meet the huge 
humanitarian needs. Despite the progress, insecurity and funding shortfall are major hurdles to providing adequate assistance. 
Many areas remain inaccessible and Boko Haram attacks and suicide bombings continue to torment civilians and pose threats.


